A semicolon between my field metadata is not separating the terms

Symptom

- You have metadata in your fields and terms are separated by a semicolon however, you are seeing a string of terms in your websites facet list.

Applies to

- CONTENTdm
- Field Properties
- Metadata

Resolution

Setup a controlled vocabulary by following this [guide](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/CONTENTdm/Troubleshooting/A_semicolon_between_my_fields_metadata_is_not_separating_the_terms). This will create a list of vocabulary terms.

You will have a few options to set up these terms provided in that guide. If have a term list you can send that to [OCLC Support](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/CONTENTdm/Troubleshooting/A_semicolon_between_my_fields_metadata_is_not_separating_the_terms) or use a standard set of terms provided so you can import.

If you have more questions or would like to discuss you can reach out to [OCLC Support](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/CONTENTdm/Troubleshooting/A_semicolon_between_my_fields_metadata_is_not_separating_the_terms).
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